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BEFORE THE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMISSION OF THE 1 
CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 2 

 3 
DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PERMIT TO    )  LU 13-0023-1822   4 
CONSTRUCT ADDITIONS TO A DESIGNATED       ) TESOROS DE OSWEGO, LLC* 5 
HISTORIC LANDMARK SITE        ) FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS & ORDER 6 
 7 
NATURE OF APPLICATION 8 
 9 
The applicant is requesting approval of the following on the property, which is a designated historic 10 
landmark site (The Jantzen Estate):                                                                                11 

• Development Review Permit to construct several new structures, including a tram to Oswego Lake  12 
• Exceptions to the side yard and Oswego Lake setbacks, the Side Yard Setback Plane and the 13 

maximum size of an accessory structure, under the Residential Infill Design (RID) review standards  14 
• Removal of one tree to accommodate the project 15 

 16 
The site is located at 1850 North Shore Road (Tax Lot 1500 of Tax Map 21E 09AC).   17 
 18 
*Applicant’s name corrected. 19 
     20 
HEARINGS  21 
 22 
The Development Review Commission (Commission) held public hearings and considered this application 23 
at its meetings of August 5, and September 16, 2013.  On August 5, 2013, the Commission made a 24 
tentative decision to approve part and deny part of the application.  On August 19, 2013, the applicant 25 
submitted a substantially modified application and requested that the Commission not adopt Findings, 26 
Conclusion and Order on the tentative decision, and instead to re-open the hearing to consider the 27 
modified application.   28 
 29 
The applicant modified the original request by reducing the size of the entertainment structure from 819 30 
square feet to 720 square feet and the height by one foot, and revising the travel path for the tram with 31 
a smaller elevator cab that reduces the height by approximately three feet. The revised plan for the tram 32 
reduced the side yard and Oswego Lake setbacks to 2’ 4 ½”, rather than the four feet previously 33 
proposed.  Modification of the existing driveway eliminated widening along its length and the retaining 34 
wall on the uphill side, with only construction of turnarounds at the top and bottom of the hill proposed 35 
and a stone guardrail wall on the downhill side.  Instead, custom designed traffic signals near the bridge 36 
and on the stone guardrail at the top of the hill are proposed.  The bridge tender/generator structure has 37 
not been modified from the original proposal.  38 
 39 
Notice was given to interested persons that the application was modified and the Commission re-opened the 40 
hearing on September 16, 2013. 41 
 42 
The following information was received on August 5, 2013: 43 
 44 
Exhibit G-3    Letter from Marylou Colver, President, Lake Oswego Preservation Society, dated 8/5/13 45 
 46 
The following information that modified the application was received from the applicant on August 19, 2013: 47 
 48 
Exhibit E-15 Revised Site Plan 49 
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Exhibit E-16 Context Drawing for Modified Proposal 1 
Exhibit E-17 Modified Building Elevations-Entertainment Structure 2 
Exhibit E-18 Traffic Signal Design 3 
Exhibit E-19 Stone Guardrail Elevation 4 
Exhibit F-6 Revised Narrative (Modified narrative in bold) 5 
Exhibit G-4 Comments from the Historic Resources Advisory Board, dated 8/28/13 6 
  7 
The following information was received prior to or at the September 16, 2013 hearing: 8 
 9 
Exhibit E-20 Applicant’s Power Point 10 
Exhibit G-5 Photographs of the Site from the Lake, submitted by HRAB 11 
Exhibit G-101 Letter from Dr. Darrell Brett, received September 12, 2013 12 
Exhibit G-200 E-mail from Shelley A. Lorenzen, Acting Chair, North Shore Country Club Neighborhood  13 
Exhibit G-201 Letter from Marylou Colver, President, Lake Oswego Preservation Society 14 
 15 
CRITERIA AND STANDARDS   16 
 17 
A. City of Lake Oswego Community Development Code (Chapter LOC 50): 18 
 19 

LOC 50.03.002.2 Residential Districts Use Table  20 
LOC 50.04.001.1 Dimensional Table for Residential Zones 21 

  LOC 50.04.003.7 Oswego Lake Setback 22 
  LOC 50.05.011.7 Flood Plain 23 
  LOC 50.06.001.2-50.06.001.3 Structure Design-Residential Zones 24 
  LOC 50.06.002 Parking 25 

LOC 50.06.003.2 On-Site Circulation - Driveways and Fire Access Roads 26 
  LOC 50.06.004.2 Fences 27 

LOC 50.06.006.3 Drainage Standards 28 
LOC 50.06.006.2 Hillside Protection 29 

  LOC 50.06.007.2 Solar Balance Point 30 
  LOC 50.06.009.5.d Historic Preservation 31 
  LOC 50.08.007 Residential Infill Design Review 32 
  LOC 50.07.003.3 Public Notice/Opportunity for Public Comment 33 
  LOC 50.07.003.4 Hearings  34 
  LOC 50.07.003.5 Conditions on Development 35 
  LOC 50.07.003.7 Appeals 36 

  LOC 50.07.003.14 Minor Development Decision 37 
 LOC 50.09.002.5 Compliance with Approved Permit 38 
 39 
B. City of Lake Oswego Tree Chapter [LOC Chapter 55]:  40 
  41 
 LOC 55.02.010 - 55.02.080 Tree Removal 42 
 LOC 55.02.084 Mitigation Requirements 43 
 LOC 55.08.020 Tree Protection Plan Required 44 
 LOC 55.08.030 Tree Protection Measures Required 45 
   46 
CONCLUSION 47 
 48 
The Commission concludes that LU 13-0023 can be made to comply with all applicable criteria by the 49 
application of certain conditions. 50 
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FINDINGS AND REASONS
 2 

  1 

The Commission incorporates the findings in the July 26, 2013, Staff Report (with all exhibits attached 3 
thereto) except with regard to the driveway guard rails and retaining walls

 10 

, tram, and entertainment 4 
center’s compliance with the historical preservation criteria, and the findings in the September 6, 2013 5 
Staff Report (with all exhibits attached thereto), as support for its decision, and supplements with further 6 
findings and conclusion set forth herein.  In the event of any inconsistency between the supplementary 7 
matter herein and the staff reports, the matter herein controls.  To the extent they are consistent with 8 
the approval granted herein, the Commission adopts by reference its oral deliberations on this matter. 9 

Following are the supplementary findings and conclusions of this Commission: 11 
 12 
1. The Historic Review Advisory Board (HRAB-represented by Kasey Holwerda, Holly Rodway, and 13 

Don Ross) and the Lake Oswego Preservation Society (represented by Mary Lou Colver) testified 14 
that the bridge tender/generator structure, the entertainment structure, and the proposed custom 15 
traffic lights in lieu of driveway widening met the approval criterion for alteration of a historic 16 
landmark.  17 
 18 
However, HRAB believes that the tram does not meet the approval criterion – that the alteration 19 
not diminish the historical or architectural significance of the historic landmark -- because it was 20 
rare that a tram would have been constructed during the era that the historic landmark structures 21 
were built on the site and they consider the island itself to be a historic landmark.  22 
 23 
Both HRAB and the Lake Oswego Preservation Society are opposed to the use of stamped concrete 24 
for retaining walls adjacent to the widened driveway because they believe the use of materials 25 
other than basalt would diminish the historical and architectural significance of the landmarks on 26 
site.  At the August 5th hearing, they recommended that any walls be constructed of basalt similar 27 
to that used on the historic structures on site.  With this as a condition, they supported the stone 28 
guardrail and other walls at the top of the hill because they would not diminish the historical or 29 
architectural significance of the landmark structures on site. 30 

 31 
2. The North Shore/Country Club Neighborhood Association (represented by Shelley Lorenzen, Acting 32 

Chair) testified that the entertainment structure and the bridge tender / generator did not meet 33 
the criteria for RID exceptions (setbacks and maximum size of an accessory structure) because the 34 
design did not “result in development that is equal to or better than development that would 35 
meet the clear and objective standards listed in LOC 50.08.007.3.a” for the R-10 zone, and did not 36 
result in a “more compatible, positive relationship” between the size, design and the scale of a 37 
proposed residential accessory structure and the scale and character of the neighborhood, the 38 
character of the street, and the scale, character and privacy of its neighbors, in that: 39 

 40 
a. The size of the entertainment center creates visual impact upon the surrounding 41 

neighborhood; and 42 
b. The bridge tender / generator would have noise impacts to the adjacent homes.   43 

 44 
She also agreed with the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) letter (Exhibit G-1) that the 45 
bridge tender/generator structure overwhelms the historic setting and the historic landmark 46 
house and therefore does not meet the approval criterion for alteration of Historic Landmarks on 47 
site.  48 
 49 
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3. The Commission finds that all of the proposed structures meet the criteria for the exceptions 1 
proposed under the RID review criteria because the design of the structures is highly compatible 2 
with the other structures on site and the size of the structures in relation to the topography of the 3 
island and distance from the neighbors will not have a visual or noise impact greater than that 4 
which would be permitted under the Code in compliance with the setback and maximum size of an 5 
accessory structure standards, nor will they have any effect on the streetscape. 6 

 7 
4. The criterion for alterations of a historic landmark, per LOC 50.06.009.7.c.i, is that it “will not 8 

diminish the historical or architectural significance of the landmark.” LOC 50.06.009.7.d(iv), 9 
provides “considerations ***to be used as a guide in the granting authority’s deliberations: ***  10 

d. The effect of requested changes related to the original exterior design, arrangement, 11 
proportion, detail, scale, texture, and/or materials, including the following: 12 

 *** 13 

 (2)   Time Period Consistency: Structures shall be recognized as products of their own time.  14 
Alterations that have no historical basis or which seek to create an earlier appearance shall 15 
be avoided. 16 

***  17 

(9)  Signs, Lighting: Signs, lighting, and other appurtenances, such as walls, fences, awnings, 18 
and landscaping shall be visually compatible with the scale and traditional architectural 19 
character of the historic building. 20 
 21 

The Commission finds from the Cultural Resources Inventory for the site (Exhibit F-4) that the historic 22 
landmarks are the three historic structures; the house, the bridge and the boathouse.  There is no 23 
Cultural Resources Inventory sheet for the island itself.  Therefore, the island itself, standing alone, is not 24 
a historic landmark.  The Statement of Significance for the structures does note the prior ownership of 25 
the estate:  “The Estate is significant for its architectural elements (of the house, the bridge, and the 26 
boathouse), as well as its association with (prior owners) Jantzen and Coffey.”   27 
 28 
A. Alteration Not Diminish the Historical Significance of the Landmark 29 
 30 
The Commission finds that the historical significance of the landmark structures is the association with 31 
the prior owners Jantzen and Coffey.  The Commission further finds that none of the alterations in the 32 
modified application will alter the site’s association with its prior owners.  Further, even if the island 33 
itself were considered to be a historic landmark, its association with its prior owners is not affected by 34 
any new structures on the site. 35 
 36 
B. Alteration Not Diminish the Architectural Significance of the Landmark. 37 
 38 
First, the Commission finds that no modifications are proposed to the three historic structures on the 39 
site.  Second, the Commission finds that even if the island itself were considered to be a historic 40 
landmark, an island does not possess architectural elements, and no architectural elements of the island 41 
itself were noted in the Statement of Significance.  Therefore, the question is whether the proposed 42 
accessory structures will diminish the architectural significance of the existing historic landmark 43 
structures on site: the house, the bridge, or the boathouse.   44 
 45 
Driveway guard rails, retaining walls and traffic lights system: The Commission finds that the stone guard 46 
rail, retaining walls that will result from the construction of turnarounds at the top and bottom of the 47 
driveway shall be faced with basalt veneer rather than stamped concrete.  This will ensure that the form 48 
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and materials of the guard rail and retaining walls would not diminish the architectural significance of the 1 
house or bridge.   2 
 3 
The proposed driveway widening is being reduced in scale so that widening will only occur at the top 4 
and bottom of the driveway with traffic signals installed at these locations to ensure vehicle safety.  5 
The Commission finds that the historic appearance of the proposed custom made lanterns that will 6 
serve as traffic signals are visually compatible with the scale and traditional architectural character of 7 
the bridge and the house, near which they will be located, and would not diminish the architectural 8 
significance of the house or bridge.  The guard rails, retaining walls, and traffic lights would not be 9 
visible from the boathouse. 10 
 11 
Bridge tender/generator: The Commission finds that the design of the bridge tender/generator 12 
structure is based on an original concept design by Richard Sundeleaf, and corresponds to the 13 
design/materials of the historic structures on the site, and creates a visual compatibility with those 14 
structures.  As proposed, it would not diminish the architectural significance of the house or bridge.  15 
It would not be visible from the boathouse. 16 
 17 
Entertainment structure: The Commission finds that the entertainment structure which is adjacent 18 
to the historic boathouse, matches the style, materials and some of the architectural details of the 19 
main house and boathouse. The Commission also finds that the modified structure (as reduced), in 20 
combination with the reduced height of the elevator cab of the proposed tram, which is located 21 
adjacent to the far side of the proposed entertainment structure; does not detract from the 22 
architectural significance of the historic boathouse. As such, it does not dominate the view of the 23 
historic boathouse from Oswego Lake, and therefore, does not diminish the architectural significance 24 
of the boathouse.  It would not be visible from the house or bridge. 25 

 26 
Tram: The Commission notes that the applicant has proposed the tram to facilitate accessibility on 27 
site and notes that property owners can update their property, including providing access to the 28 
lake, as long as the architectural significance of the historic landmark structures are not diminished.  29 
The tram tracks are proposed to be painted green to blend with the hillside, will be located close to 30 
grade level, and vegetation will naturally grow to cover the area between the rails.  Accordingly, the 31 
Commission finds that the rails will not have a visual impact upon the architectural significance of 32 
the boathouse as viewed from the lake because the rails will be imperceptible. The modified 33 
proposal also has a lower landing so that the tram cab is not visible from the boathouse at its lower 34 
location. The smaller elevator cab (with reduced height of 9’3”) is based on a traditional trolley car in 35 
a style that is consistent with the design of the boathouse, and therefore will not diminish the 36 
architectural significance of the boathouse. It would not be visible from the house or bridge. 37 

   38 
5. The Commission concludes that the application (as modified) can be approved under the first 39 

alternative criterion of LOC 50.06.009.7.c.i (not diminish the historical or architectural significance of 40 
the landmark).  Therefore, having found that the alterations will not diminish the historical or 41 
architectural significance of the landmark, the Commission need not consider whether the second 42 
alternative criterion of LOC 50.06.009.7.c.ii (ESEE analysis for alternations that do diminish the 43 
historical or architectural significance of the landmark) can be met. 44 

45 
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 2 
ORDER 1 

IT IS ORDERED BY THE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMISSION of the City of Lake Oswego that: 3 
 4 
1.  LU 13-0023 is approved, subject to compliance with the conditions of approval set forth in Subsection 5 

2 of this Order.    6 
 7 

2. The conditions for LU 13-0023 are as follows: 8 
 9 
A. Prior to Issuance of any Building Permits, the Applicant/Owner Shall: 10 
 11 

1. Submit final site and building plans for review and approval of staff that are the same or 12 
substantially similar to the site plan, floor plans, and building elevations illustrated on 13 
Exhibits E-5 through E-6 and E-10, E-13, and Exhibits E-15 through E-19, to the satisfaction 14 
of staff, with the following additions: 15 
 16 
a. Submit a storm water disposal plan. Storm water management facilities shall have a 17 

positively graded overflow or conveyance pipe leading to an approved point of disposal. 18 
The building permit drawings shall also be accompanied by an approval from the Lake 19 
Corporation regarding disposal into Oswego Lake. 20 

 21 
b. The retaining walls along the widened driveway shall be faced with basalt veneer. 22 

 23 
2. Apply for a verification tree removal permit for one tree, accompanied by a mitigation plan. 24 
 25 
3. Submit a contract with a certified arborist report to ensure that the consulting arborist shall 26 

be on site to oversee all excavation activities within the dripline of trees in the vicinity of 27 
the tram elevator tracks and widened driveway, to assure compliance with the tree 28 
protection plan required, below.  29 

 30 
B. Prior to any Construction Activity on the Site, the Applicant/Owner Shall: 31 

 32 
1.  Install all tree protection measures as required below.  The tree protection fencing 33 

shall be inspected and approved by City staff prior to commencing any construction 34 
activities.  35 

 36 
2. Apply for and obtain an erosion control permit, and install all erosion control 37 

measures. 38 
 39 

C. Prior to any Final Building Inspection, the Applicant/Owner Shall: 40 
 41 

1. Request a final inspection by the Planning staff to assure that the accessory structures   42 
and retaining walls along the driveway comply with the approved final plans, per 43 
Condition A(1), above. 44 

 45 
Code Requirements: 46 
 47 

1. Expiration of Development Permit:  Per LOC 50.07.003.17, the approval of LU 13-0023 shall 48 
expire three years following the effective date of this decision, and may be extended by the 49 
City Manager pursuant to the provisions of this section.  50 
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2. Tree Protection: Submit a tree protection plan and application prepared by a certified 1 
arborist as required by LOC 55.08.020 and 55.08.030 for review and approval by staff, 2 
including off-site trees that are within the construction zone.  The plan shall outline the 3 
specific protection measures, to assure the preservation of the fir trees in the vicinity of the 4 
additions and garage during all construction activities on the site.  The plan shall include: 5 

 6 
a. The location of temporary tree protection fencing, consisting of a minimum 6-foot high 7 

cyclone fence secured by steel posts around the tree protection zone, or as 8 
recommended by the project arborist and approved by the City. 9 

b. A note stating that no fill or compaction shall occur within the critical root zones of any 10 
of the trees, or that if fill or compaction is unavoidable, measures will be taken as 11 
recommended by a certified arborist to reduce or mitigate the impact of the fill or 12 
compaction.  The note shall also inform contractors that the project arborist shall be on 13 
site and oversee all construction activities within the tree protection zone. 14 

c. A note that clearly informs all site contractors about the necessity of preventing 15 
damage to the trees, including bark and root zone.  The applicant and contractor(s) shall 16 
be subject to fines, penalties and mitigation for trees that are damaged or destroyed 17 
during construction. 18 

d. A sign shall be attached to the tree protection fencing which states that inside the 19 
fencing is a tree protection zone, not to be disturbed unless prior written approval has 20 
been obtained from the City Manager and project arborist. 21 

 22 
Note: 23 

 24 
1. Development plans review, permit approval, and inspections by the City of Lake Oswego 25 

Development Review Section are limited to compliance with the Lake Oswego 26 
Community Development Code, and other applicable codes and regulations.  The 27 
applicant is advised to review plans for compliance with applicable state and federal laws 28 
and regulations that could relate to the development, e.g., Americans with Disabilities 29 
Act, Endangered Species Act.  City staff may advise the applicant of issues regarding state 30 
and federal laws that the City staff member believes would be helpful to the applicant, 31 
but any such advice or comment is not a determination or interpretation of federal or 32 
state law or regulation. 33 

 34 
 35 
 36 
 37 
 38 
 39 
 40 
 41 
 42 
 43 
 44 
 45 
 46 
 47 
 48 
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DATED this 7th day of OCTOBER, 2013 1 
 2 
       /s/ Don Richards    3 
      Don Richards, Chair 4 
      Development Review Commission 5 
 6 
 7 
       /s/ Janice Reynolds    8 
      Janice Reynolds 9 
      Administrative Support III 10 
 11 
 12 
 13 
 14 
 15 
ATTEST: 16 
 17 
PRELIMINARY ORAL DECISION– September 16, 2013 18 
AYES:  Creighton, Needham, Richards, Johnson and Poulson 19 
NOES:  None 20 
ABSTAIN: None 21 
ABSENT: Rossi and Ahrend  22 
 23 
 24 
 25 
WRITTEN FINDINGS – October 7, 2013 26 
AYES:  Creighton, Needham, Richards, Johnson and Poulson 27 
NOES:  None 28 
ABSTAIN: Rossi and Ahrend 29 
ABSENT:  None 30 
  31 
 32 
 33 
 34 
 35 
 36 
 37 
 38 
 39 
 40 
 41 
 42 
 43 
 44 
 45 
 46 
 47 
 48 
 49 
 50 
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